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“Sideways Scarf “Pattern 
Each time you see this symbol “ ∞ ” you 

can view that portion of the directions! You 
can watch, re-watch, rewind, pause…
whatever helps you as this knitting adventure 
unfolds. If viewing this pattern on a smart 
device click the purple highlighted step to 
head to the linked video, or use the link 
here: http://wp.me/P4SXha-uYZ . Each video 
can be viewed from the same page. There is 
not a step during this process that isn’t 
shown first, so you really can use this pattern 
to learn to knit! 

Skills you will learn from this project: 
• making a slip knot 
• casting on new stitches 
• the knit stitch 
• switching yarn to change colours  
• binding off stitches 
• weaving in loose ends or  adding fringe 
• how to care for your knitted scarf 

If you ordered the “Sideways Scarf” kit from 
Infinite Twist you have all the materials you 
need to start right now and enjoy this Pattern 
With Class! 
If not you can source your own materials 
from the list below.  

Materials Needed: 

 • Approx 400 yards of two-ply DK         
weight yarn [Main Colour: 200 yds, 
Contrast Colour 1: 120 yds, Contrast 
Colour 3: 80 yds which will include 
ample yardage for fringe] Rainbow 
Version Pattern is available for the Kit 
from Infinite Twist only to make it 
affordable as you need but small 
amounts of multiple colours. 

 • 40" circular needles size US 5          
[3.75mm] 

 • locking stitch markers (1 for marking          
the Right Side of project and 6 to 
mark every 40 sts as you cast on 
which will help you keep track of your 
numbers--7 total) 

 • tapestry needle (to weave in ends          
and apply fringe) 

∞ Before you start you may enjoy learning a 

bit about the tools of your new trade: 
knitting needles. Head here to learn: http://
wp.me/P4SXha-uYZ 

Pattern For 3 Colour Striped 
Scarf: 
∞ With Main Colour yarn (MC) you will 

create a slip knot and cast on 280 stitches 
(sts) using the knitted on method. Helpful 
Tip: If you ordered a kit you recieved 
colourful locking stitch markers that open 
and close. As you cast on this large number 
of stitches place a marker every 20 or 25 or 
40 sts to help you keep track, just keep the 
number consistent! That way in case you 
loose count of your stitches casting on, you 
can easily and quickly go back and add up. 
After you have all 240 sts securely on your 
needle, simply head back, unlock those 
helpful markers and remove them before 
starting the first row.  

* Why so many stitches? Great question! 
We are knitting this scarf longways for a 
reason! Not just because I like the look the 
stripes the way they work up when the 
scarf is constructed this way, but because 
repetition is key to knitting. Your hands and 
fingers will at first feel a bit awkward as you 
start the casting on process, but given the 
chance to repeat this action over and over 
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your muscles will relax in to it. If we cast on 
fewer stitches and worked the scarf “short 
ways” our groove would be interrupted 
when we turn our work. I don’t want us 
interrupted. Once you finish getting all 
these stitches created and on your left 
needle, be sure to slip a locking stitch 
marker on the first stitch. This marker will 
remind you that when you see your project 
with the marker on the right side end you 
are looking at your Right Side of work.  

∞ After all your stitches are on cast on we 

will knit every row in this manner: 
Row 1: This is the Right Side (RS) of your 
scarf. With MC knit all sts to end. Turn your 
work, placing your right hand needle in to 
your left hand (it is filled with all your stitches 
now!), and hold the empty needle in your 
right. 

Row 2: This is the back, or Wrong Side (WS) 
of your scarf. With MC knit all sts to end. 
Turn your work as before. 

Rows 3-14 Repeat as before using your MC 
yarn. 

∞ Row 15: You will now change colors of 

yarn from the MC to Contrast Colour 1 (CC1) 
and knit all sts to the end of the row. This is 
not as daunting of a task as a new knitter 
might think, so be sure to watch the video 
and tackle it with confidence and a smile!  

Row 16-18: Knit all sts for rows in CC1. 

Row 19: As you did before, change yarn 
colours this time from CC1 back to MC. 
Work row in MC. Feel free to work this 
change again along with the video until you 
feel it is second nature. That is what the 
video is for, so use it! 

Rows 20-22: Knit all sts for rows in MC. 

Row 23: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the MC to Contrast Colour 2 (CC2) and 
knit all sts to the end of the row. 

Rows 24-28: Knit all sts for rows in CC2. 

Row 29: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the CC2 to CC1 and knit all sts to the 
end of the row. 

Row 30: Knit all sts for rows in CC1. 

Row 31: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the CC1 to MC and knit all sts to the 
end of the row. 

Rows 32-34:  Knit all sts for rows in MC. 

Row 35:  You will now change colors of yarn 
from the MC to CC1 and knit all sts to the 
end of the row. 

Rows 36-40: Knit all sts for rows in CC1. 

Row 41: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the CC1 to MC and knit all sts to the 
end of the row. 
Row 42- 48: Knit all sts for rows in MC. 

∞ Row 49 is your Bind Off Row. [We will knit 

the stitches in a way that allows us to 
securely end our project. As you watch the 
video, you will notice your left and right hand 
get involved! Be sure to mind your tension 
and not cast off too tightly! The video will 
show you haw to fix this if you notice you’ve 
tightened the edge too much.] Bind off all 
sts to end. Break yarn leaving a 4 to 5 inch 
length.  
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For Rainbow Scarf Version: 
You can pick any order for any colour you 
choose in this scarf! Line them up in the 
order you choose and prepare to knit a 
rainbow! 

∞ With Colour 1 yarn (C1) you will create a 

slip knot and cast on 240 stitches (sts) using 
the knitted on method.  
* Why so many stitches?  Great question! We 

are knitting this scarf longways for a 
reason! Not just because I like the look the 
stripes the way they work up when the 
scarf is constructed this way, but because 
repetition is key to knitting. Your hands and 
fingers will at first feel a bit awkward as you 
start the casting on process, but given the 
chance to repeat this action over and over 
your muscles will relax in to it. If we cast on 
fewer stitches and worked the scarf “short 
ways” our groove would be interrupted 
when we turn our work. I don’t want us 
interrupted. Once you finish getting all 
these stitches created and on your left 
needle, be sure to slip a locking stitch 
marker on the first stitch. This marker will 
remind you that when you see your project 
with the marker on the right side end you 
are looking at your Right Side of work. 

∞ After all your stitches are on cast on we 

will knit every row in this way: 
Row 1: This is the Right Side (RS) of your 
scarf. With C1 knit all sts to end. Turn your 
work, placing your right hand needle in to 
your left hand (it is filled with all your stitches 
now!), and hold the empty needle in your 
right. 

Row 2: This is the back, or Wrong Side (WS) 
of your scarf. With C1 knit all sts to end. Turn 
your work as before. 

Row 3- 6: Knit all sts for rows in C1. 

∞ Row 7: You will now change colors of 

yarn from the C1 to Colour 2 (C2) and knit all 
sts to the end of the row. This is not as 
daunting of a task as a new knitter might 
think, so be sure to watch the video and 
tackle it with confidence and a smile!  
Row 8 -12: Knit all sts for rows in C2. 

∞ Row 13: You will now change colors of 

yarn from the C2 to Colour 3 (C3) and knit all 
sts to the end of the row. Feel free to work 
this change again along with the video!  

Row 14 -18: Knit all sts for rows in C3. 

Row 19: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the C3 to Colour 4 (C4) and knit all sts 
to the end of the row. 

Rows 20- 24: Knit all sts for rows in C4. 

Row 25: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the C4 to Colour 5 (C5) and knit all sts 
to the end of the row. 

Rows 26-30: Knit all sts for rows in C5. 

Row 31: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the C5 to Colour 6 (C6) and knit all sts 
to the end of the row. 

Row 32-36: Knit all sts for rows in C6. 

Row 37: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the C6 to Colour 7 (C7) and knit all sts 
to the end of the row. 

Row 38- 42: Knit all sts for rows in C7. 
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Row 43: You will now change colors of yarn 
from the C7 to Colour 8 (C8) and knit all sts 
to the end of the row. 

Row 44-48: Knit all sts for rows in C8. 

∞ Row 49 is your Bind Off Row. [We will knit 

the stitches in a way that allows us to 
securely end our project. As you watch the 
video, you will notice your left and right hand 
get involved! Be sure to mind your tension 

and not cast off too tightly! The video will 
show you haw to fix this if you notice you’ve 
tightened the edge too much.] Bind off all 
sts to end. Break yarn leaving a 4 to 5 inch 
length. 
Things yet to do: 

∞ Weave In Ends (photo tutorial) 

∞ Add Fringe (photo tutorial) 

∞ Soak, Block and Care (see Project 1 Page) 
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